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Female Warrior Arts
Welcome to Ninja Warrior Arts

Under the banner of Ninja Warrior Arts, ninja training blends historical perspectives and
creative, up-to-date applications. The ninjutsu combat system is based on natural body motion
and knowledge of the human body's weak points.

The basic study curriculum includes training in the following areas:

Ninpo Taijutsu - Ninjutsu's unarmed combat, which includes junan taiso (body
flexibility), taihenjutsu (roll, leaps and evasions), dakentaijutsu (strikes, kicks and
blocking) and jutaijutsu (grappling, throwing and choking)

Buki Training - Instruction in weaponry including bojutsu (stickfighting), kenjutsu (sword
and knife), sojutsu (spearfighting), juttejutsu (truncheon), kusarigama (sickle and chain)
and hojojutsu (rope arresting techniques)

Shinobi Iri - Methods of dealing with difficult situations

Seishin Teki Kyoho - Meditation and methods for developing a mental balance

Ninjutsu epitomizes the fullest concept of self-protection through martial training. The way of the
ninja is the way of enduring, surviving and prevailing over all that would destroy one.
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Tags 2.x

News 2.x

Forms 2.x

Theme Details:

We used ixt01212 version 2.2 - it had to be modified to support IE8 and had a couple of fixes
that needed for chrome. After this we modified the slider for more tiles and added an
www.addthis.com button to it.

Design Brief:

This website was designed for Sensie Bill Gogos by one of his students for Ninjutsu (wishcraft).
It be furthered more when the correct documentation is provided for content and a Facebook
landing page is added!

View: here
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